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A set of computational tools was developed to help 

estimate and minimize potential radiation exposure to 

workers from material activation in the National Ignition 

Facility (NIF). AAMI (Automated ALARA-MCNP 

Interface) provides an efficient, automated mechanism to 

perform the series of calculations required to create dose 

rate maps for the entire facility with minimal manual user 

input. NEET (NIF Exposure Estimation Tool) is a web 

application that combines the information computed by 

AAMI with a given shot schedule to compute and display 

the dose rate maps as a function of time. AAMI and NEET 

are currently used as work planning tools to determine 

stay-out times for workers following a given shot or set of 

shots, and to help in estimating integrated doses 

associated with performing various maintenance 

activities inside the target bay. Dose rate maps of the 

target bay were generated following a low-yield 10
16

 D-T 

shot and will be presented in this paper. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In a facility like the National Ignition Facility (NIF), 

where neutron fluxes are intermittently present, it is 

important to accurately analyze the ambient radiation 

exposure due to the activation of large number of 

surrounding materials and their subsequent decay, 

principally by gamma emission. Target Bay (TB) 

components, like target positioners (Cryo TARPOS and 

TARPOS), diagnostic instrument manipulators (DIMs), 

Final Optics Assemblies (FOAs) as well as utilities and 

surrounding structural materials are activated during yield 

shots. The present work is motivated by the need for the 

development of an automated mechanism that allows for 

simultaneous analysis of contribution resulting from all 

activated structures in any complex three-dimensional 

geometry to the radiation environment inside the NIF 

target bay. In order to provide an efficient method for 

estimating dose rates, a coupling scheme between 

radiation transport and neutron activation codes was 

developed. The approach used in developing this coupling 

scheme is somewhat similar to an approach used by the 

rigorous 2-step (R2S) computational method.
1
 A web-

based application was also developed to use the calculated 

dose rates for estimating potential dose hazards associated 

with different maintenance activities following any given 

shot sequence, The estimated dose values will be 

compared to the actual dose measurements taken during 

the actual execution of the different maintenance tasks 

and the new tools allow for adjusting the predicted 

“calculated” dose values in the data base in accordance 

with the actual measured values. 

 

II. AAMI 

 

AAMI, which stands for Automated ALARA-MCNP 

Interface,
2,3

 automates the series of calculations required 

to create dose rate maps in the facility for a given neutron 

shot yield. The goal of this code is to produce data with 

minimal user input, henceforth minimizing human error. 

While the results shown here are all for the NIF facility, 

AAMI was designed with generality in mind and can thus 

be applied to any facility producing neutrons. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Schematic flow chart showing how the dose rates are 

computed in AAMI. 

The 3 steps of AAMI are summarized in Fig. 1. The 
first step consists of producing a MCNP (Ref. 4) model 

that contains all the components that are important from 

both radiation transport and material activation 

perspectives (see Fig. 2). From a radiation transport 

perspective, large concrete-like structures are important. 

The gunite layer around the target chamber for instance 



acts as a shield, lowering the prompt neutron population 

outside of the target chamber, and thus material 

activation. From a material activation perspective, it is 

important for the model to have structures (such as iron, 

aluminum) that become more activated by neutrons, as 

well as those structures that are inserted in the target 

chamber during the shots (see Fig. 3) and see a higher 

neutron flux. The latter structures are often retracted after 

a shot and represent a relatively more significant exposure 

source. In this first step, we determine all the components 

that can potentially be activated by specifying a list of 

MCNP cell numbers. A Monte Carlo continuous-energy 

simulation that emits D-T neutrons from the target is then 

carried out to tally the neutron flux spectra in all these 

components of interest. The source term for this run 

consisted of a point source with a realistic 101-group D-T 

neutron spectrum with a yield of 10
16

 neutrons placed at 

the center of the target chamber. The cross-section library 

used for the transport is FENDL-2.1.
5 

 

Fig. 2 Detailed model of the NIF facility used for radiation 

exposure calculations. 

In the second step, AAMI takes the neutron flux 

spectrum computed for each MCNP cell and converts it 

into an inventory of radioisotopes and a -rayspectrum in 

a 25-group structure. The ALARA activation code
6
 and 

the FENDL-2.0 libraries
7
 are used to compute these 

inventories and -spectra, which are by nature of 

radioactivity time-dependent. Inventories of radioisotopes 

and -spectra for each MCNP cell are produced for the 

different cooling times specified by the user. The third 

step generates the dose rates from material activation in 

the entire NIF Target Bay. First, some activated 

components which are inserted into the target chamber 

during the shot for diagnostics are retracted outside of the 

target chamber. AAMI will work as long as the activated 

cell numbers and volumes do not change from the 

extended to the retracted model. The -rays will simply be 

emitted from the retracted location. Second, a fine 3-

dimensional grid is imposed on the MCNP model of the 

NIF Target Bay for -rays tallying purposes. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Detailed model of the CryoTARPOS and 3 DIMs inserted 

into the target chamber during a shot. 

In the third step, with a single simulation per cooling 

time, the -rays spectra computed in the second step are 

sampled and emitted from each activated component, and 

propagated by a transport simulation through the entire 

MCNP model of the NIF Target Bay. Of course, care was 

taken to account for the different -ray intensities in the 

different activated cells. The output file of MCNP 

contains a detailed diagnostic table showing how well or 

poorly the geometry was sampled by comparing the 

expected cell volumes with the cell volumes as calculated 

by -ray source sampling. From this simulation, we obtain 

a 3-dimensional -ray flux map, which MCNP converts 

into a dose rate map using the ICRP-74 fluence to 

effective dose conversion coefficients
8
 (see ICRP-74 

Dose Conversion Factors in Fig. 1). Step 3 is repeated as 

many times as we have cooling times. The generated dose 

rate maps are stored in a database, along with the initial 

radionuclide inventories for activated components that 

may require handling. 

The code MCNP was modified to simultaneously and 

efficiently sample the -rays from all activated 

components. The major modification consisted in a 

custom source subroutine, in which locations are first 

sampled within user-defined sampling regions (boxes, 

cylinders, cylinder wedges, tubes, tube wedges, spheres 

and sections thereof, shells and sections thereof, 

potentially transformed), then checked against a set of 

user-defined cells to see whether they belong to one of 

these cells, upon which the code samples the appropriate 

activation -ray distribution to emit a -ray from that 

location. The user-defined sampling regions can be 

assigned different importances. This powerful feature 

enables the user to bias the emission of activation -rays 

towards regions of higher activation. 



It is important to note that in producing the MCNP 

model, the model was designed considering the following 

needs: i) in transport, an adequate importance cell map is 

required for appropriate statistics; ii) in activation, the 

definition of cells for a spatial distribution of the residual 

 source should be good enough to perform subsequent 

accurate dose rate calculations. This definition of cells is 

not automated, since it is facility-dependent. The user 

experience will determine the best cell definition to fulfill 

both transport and activation needs. The applicability of 

AAMI to other facilities is possible but under these 

considerations. 

III. NEET 

 

The second computational tool, NEET (Ref. 9), 

stands for NIF Exposure Estimation Tool. It is a web 

application that can perform several types of radiation 

exposure calculations needed by health physicists for 

radiation protection. Its first purpose is to compute the 

dose rates after a single shot or set of shots. A shot 

schedule is entered in a table and combined with the dose 

rate information stored in the database to compute and 

display in situ dose rate maps as a function of time. For 

cooling times that are not in the database, NEET generally 

Fig. 4 In situ dose rate map at level 17'6" of the NIF building 1 hour after a single 1016 D-T neutron shot, a dose rate of 93.2 

mrem/h can be seen at the tip of the TARPOS. 



interpolates the dose rate data for stored cooling times. 

Fig. 4 shows the dose rate 1 hour following a single 10
16

 

D-T neutron shot in the 17’6” floor level. As expected, 

the highest contact dose rates (in white) are at the tips of 

the retracted CryoTARPOS (140 mrem/h), TARPOS (93 

mrem/h), and the two horizontal DIMs (102 and 109 

mrem/h), because they are close to the target during the 

shot. Dark regions indicate low dose rates. By moving the 

cursor around the map, the local dose rates can be read. 

This map proves to be useful for planning purposes. By 

quickly glancing over it for different cooling times, one 

can determine at what time after a series of shots it is safe 

to reenter the TB from a radiological perspective. The 

user can click on any point on the map to see a graph of 

the dose rate as a function of time. Fig. 5 shows the dose 

rate at the tip of the TARPOS as a function of time for 

three 10
16

 D-T shots within 2 months. Because the DIMs 

are holding instruments that need to be handled after the 

shot, it is important to determine from this graph the time 

at which these instruments can be safely retrieved from a 

radiological perspective. The in situ dose rate calculated 

is the sum of the dose rates from the diagnostics 

instruments, manipulator and all surrounding activated 

components. 

 

 
Fig. 5 In situ dose rate as function of time at the tip of the 

TARPOS. Box indicates 1 hour after the first 1016 D-T neutron 

shot. 

A continuously updated list of dose rate 

measurements is stored in a database. The “Show 

measurements” button in Fig. 5 enables the user to 

overlay the dose rate measurements on the graph for a 

particular exposure location. If systematic discrepancies 

between measured and calculated dose rates are observed, 

the user has the option of using a correction factor to 

apply to the calculated dose rates. This option must be 

used with caution and should only be used once the 

discrepancies are fully understood. 

Once an instrument has been safely retrieved from a 

manipulator and taken outside of the TB, one is no longer 

interested in computing the in situ dose rate, but the dose 

rate from the activated component itself ex situ. This can 

be done by using the ex situ capability of NEET, which is 

illustrated by steps 1, 2 as well as the dashed lines in Fig. 

1. NEET combines the initial radionuclide inventories 

stored in the database with the shot schedule entered by 

the user and then solves the Bateman equations
10

 to 

compute the radionuclide inventories in Bq as a function 

of time. It also uses a pre-computed table giving the dose 

rate per Bq as a function of the distance from the -ray 

source on a radionuclide by radionuclide basis. 

Combining this pre-computed table with the radionuclide 

inventory, the code computes for a given distance from 

the activated component the dose rate as a function of 

time after a set of shots for each radionuclide and adds 

them up to get the total ex situ dose rate, shown in Fig. 6. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Graph of total (upper curve) and 54Mn (lower curve) ex 

situ dose rates 30 cm from the snout of the polar DIM, as a 

function of time. The shot schedule consisted of three 1016 D-T 

neutron shots on August 1, September 1 and October 1. 

NEET also displays the list of the major nuclides 

contributing to the total dose rate and the user can select 

which one to display (lower curve in Fig. 6 is 
54

Mn). The 

graph in Fig. 6 is also shown in the tabulated form in Fig. 

7, where one can observe that 
54

Mn contributes 0.6 % of 

the total dose rate 6 days after the shot to become the 

major contributor with 55% of the total three weeks later. 

Health physicists can also define maintenance 

activities composed of several sub-activities and calculate 

the integrated dose over the overall maintenance 

operation. As an example, the potential FOA maintenance 

shown in Fig. 8 consists of two sub-activities: replacing 

failing switch and tighten all screws. NEET integrates the 

dose rates over the periods of time for the two sub-

activities to determine the integrated doses per sub-

activity. Fig. 8 shows that the final optical assembly 

maintenance activities on September 29 resulted in 

integrated in situ doses of 211 and 237 rem for the 2 

sub-activities. NEET used a shot schedule consisting of 3 

shots of yield 10
16

 D-T neutrons on Aug. 1, Sept. 1 and 

Oct. 1 for this calculation. Depending on the location of 



the maintenance activities, the health physicist can choose 

between the in situ and ex situ dose rates. 
 

 
Fig. 7 Table of 54Mn ex situ dose rate 30 cm from the snout of 

the polar DIM, as a function of time. The shot schedule 

consisted of three 1016 D-T neutron shots on August 1, 

September 1 and October 1 (not shown). 'Fraction of total' in the 

3rd column refers to the ratio of 54Mn to total ex situ dose rates. 

 

 
Fig. 8 Integrated in situ doses for possible maintenance 

activities. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The Radiation Safety Analysis Group at NIF has 

been developing two new tools to analyze the radiation 

exposure to personnel. AAMI and NEET are new work 

planning tools that are used together to effectively and 

with little human intervention to estimate stay-out times 

for workers following a set of shots. The tools can also be 

used to estimate integrated doses associated with 

performing various maintenance activities inside the 

target bay. The estimated dose values will be compared to 

the actual dose measurements taken during the actual 

execution of the different maintenance tasks and the new 

tools allow for adjusting the predicted “calculated” dose 

values in the data base in accordance with the actual 

measured values. 
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